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Abstract: In the context of the Semantic Web or semantic P2P systems, many ontologies
may exist and be developed independently. Ontology alignments help integrating, mediating
or simply reasoning with a system of networked ontologies. Though different formalisms have
already been defined to reason with such systems, they do not consider ontology alignments
as first class objects designed by third party ontology matching systems. Correspondences
between ontologies are often asserted from an external point of view encompassing both on-
tologies. We propose a formalism, Integrated Distributed Description Logics (IDDL), which
treats local knowledge (ontologies) and global knowledge (inter-ontology semantic relations,
i.e., alignments) separately by distinguishing local interpretations and global interpretation.
In this report, we identify relevant requirements for the semantics of such distributed sys-
tems. From this analysis, we argue that IDDL complies with these requirements. We then
present a reasoning procedure for IDDL systems which uses local reasoners in a modular
way. It proves that consistency of a IDDL system is decidable iff consistency of the local
logics is decidable and it provides an upper bound for the complexity of consistency checking.
Key-words: Distributed Knowledge, Ontology Alignment, Description Logics.
Raisonnement sur un réseau d’ontologies alignées
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Résumé : Dans le contexte du Web sémantique ou des réseaux pair-à-pair sémantique, de
nombreuses ontologies peuvent être développées indépendemment. Les alignements d’ontologies
aident à l’intégration, la médiation ou au raisonnement dans un système d’ontologies con-
nectées. Bien que différents formalismes existent déjà pour raisonner sur de tels systèmes, ils
ne considèrent pas les alignements d’ontologies comme des objets de première classe, conçus
par des systèmes de mise en correspondance tiers partie. Les correspondances entre ontolo-
gies sont souvent énoncées d’un point de vue externe englobant les deux ontologies. Nous
proposons un formalisme, Integrated Distributed Description Logics (IDDL), qui traite les
connaissances locales (les ontologies) et les connaissances globales (relations sémantiques
inter-ontologie, c’est-à-dire les alignments) séparément en distinguant les interpretations lo-
cales et l’interpretation globale. Dans ce rapport, nous identifions des critères pertinents
pour la sémantique de tels systèmes distribués. De cette analyse, nous soutenons que IDDL
est conforme à ces critères. Nous présentons ensuite une procédure de raisonnement pour des
systèmes distribués IDDL qui utilise des raisonneurs locaux de façon modulaire. Cela prouve
que la consistence d’un système IDDL est décidable si les logiques locales sont décidables
et cela fournit une borne supérieure pour la complexité de la vérification de consistence.
Mots-clés : connaissances distribuées, alignement d’ontologies, logiques de description.
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1 Introduction
The World Wide Web became more and more popular by providing tools that enables users
to easily publish web pages. Similarly, the Semantic Web will offer tools to semantically
annotate documents, or create ontologies. Therefore, light-weight personal ontologies will
most likely cohabit with large institutional ontologies. Reasoning with multiple ontologies
that are developed independently is critical to the viability of the Semantic Web. For that
matter, ontology matching techniques are used. However, ontology matchers usually do
not define a formal semantic for the alignments they produce. Besides, several formalisms
were introduced in order to reason with a network of ontologies connected with alignments.
Nonetheless, we pretend that they do not properly comply with the common situation where
ontologies are developed independently and the alignments are computed separately.
In this paper, we define a language which serves to describe networked ontologies and
we provide its formal semantics. We argue that its design comply with the aforementioned
notions. More precisely, the language distinguishes reasoning with locally defined ontologies
(in Description Logics) and reasoning with the alignments and ontologies together (global
reasoning). Each local ontology can be interpreted in its own domain of interpretation,
while the whole ontology network is interpreted in a unique global domain of interpretation.
Local domains are correlated into the global domain through the use of “equalizing func-
tion” that associates elements in the local domain to elements in the global domain. Most
importantly, we present an algorithm for reasoning with such formalism. The existence of
this algorithm proves the decidability of our formalism in function of the decidability of
local ontology languages. Moreover, checking consistency of an ontology network is made
by taking advantage of local reasoners, so that the global reasoner does not need to actually
access the content of local ontologies. Furthermore, the algorithm can check the consistency
of a system regardless of the expressiveness of local logics.
In Sect. 2, we start by giving a motivating examples that helps identifying our require-
ments. In Sect. 3, we present existing reasoning formalisms and explain how they fail in the
context we are interested in. Sect. 4 presents the formalism itself: Integrated Distributed
Description Logics (IDDL) - Syntax and Semantics. The main contribution is a reason-
ing procedure which determines whether or not a IDDL distributed system is consistent.
Reasoning in IDDL imposes the construction of several structures which are difficult to
introduce in a short space. The definitions of these structures impose quite heavy nota-
tions. Therefore, for readability reason, we first consider the case when only concepts are
put in correspondences of alignments. First, Sect. 5 contains the formal definitions with
textual explanations that will guide the reader in understanding our procedure (and will
ease the understanding of the more general case including role correspondences). Second,
Sect. 6 presents a theorem (Theo. 1) which gives a criteria for determining consistency of a
distributed system and the (long) proof follows. Third, an algorithm is proposed in Sect. 7.
We consider role correspondences in Sect. 8, which adds new definitions, proofs and modi-
fications to the algorithm. Sect. 9 adds concluded remarks, a small discussion and further
work.
RR n° 6484
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2 Motivating Example and Requirements
Some particularities of our proposed formalism were already promoted in [22], [21] and
[9]. This section improves the considerations found in these articles by providing a concrete
motivating example (Sect. 2.1) that leads to a more detailed presentation of the requirements
that support the specificities of IDDL (Sect. 2.2).
2.1 Motivating Example
In the following example, we consider a network of 3 independently developed ontologies O1,
O2 and O3 connected via alignments A12, A13 and A23 probably computed by third party
ontology matching tools. Although these ontologies are very small, one can imagine that
they represent the relevant part of bigger real life ontologies. The first ontology is about
geopolitical information, including rulers, countries, etc. The second is an ontology of the
biological kingdom Animalia. The third one is about geographical regions on Earth (see
Fig 2.1).
O1
Woman(Cindy)
Region(Guyana)
O2
Animal v≤ 2hasParent .Animal
Animal v≥ 2hasParent .Animal
Female v Animal
O3
Country v Region
EuropeanRegion ≡ Region u ∃partOf .{Europe}
SouthAmericanRegion ≡ Region u ∃partOf .{SouthAmerica}
EuropeanRegion v ¬SouthAmericanRegion
Trans(partOf )
Country(France)
partOf (France,Europe)
1:Woman
v↔ 2:Female
1
:R
egion
≡↔
3
:R
egion
1
:G
u
yan
a
∈↔
3
:∃
partO
f .{F
ran
ce}
1
:G
u
yan
a
∈↔
3
:S
ou
thA
m
erican
R
egion
2
:F
em
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⊥↔
3
:C
o
u
n
tr
y
Figure 1: An example of distributed system.
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Formulas appearing between two ontologies denote correspondences between terms of
different ontologies. Their formal meaning will be explained in details in the next section.
Here, we just give an intuitive description of their sense. The correspondence between O1
and O2 simply asserts that a Woman in O1 is a kind of Female in O2. The correspondence
between O2 and O3 asserts the disjunctness of concepts Female and Country . Finally, the
alignment between O1 and O3 denotes that a Region in O1 defines the same thing as a
Region in O3; that Guyana is a part of France and Guyana is a region in South America.
A naive approach would simply consider correspondences as axioms adding supplemen-
tary information about the merged ontologies. While it is a very natural possibility, it leads
to an unexpected inconsistency. Indeed, since Guyana is a part of France, and partOf is
transitive, Guyana is also a part of Europe. Moreover, Guyana is a region, and therefore it
ought to be European region. Besides, a correspondence tells that it is also a South Amer-
ican region. This is contradictory with the axiom of O3 stating that European regions are
disjoint with South American region.
Detecting inconsistencies is obviously not a bad thing. It serves to detect conceptual
errors and revise the knowledge base accordingly. However, there are several notable facts
that make it annoying in the context we are interested in. As pointed out in the introduction,
each ontology is developed independently by very different parties. Consequently, semantic
discrepancies are most likely to happen very often. Nonetheless, possible incompatibilities
should not refrain one from using knowledge obtained through an aligned ontology. It is
also important to consider that alignments can be provided by third party tools such as an
alignment server that do not give greater importance to one or the other ontology. Finally,
aligning ontology is a very difficult task and quality alignments should be used as much
as possible. Therefore, we also believe that reusing alignments through operations like
composition, union, intersection is crucial. For instance, according to the example, “Female
subsumes Woman” and “Female is disjoint from Country” should entail “Woman is disjoint
from Country”.
2.2 Requirements
From this example we identify the following requirements:
• the overall consistency of the system should not be broken the slightest incompatibili-
ties between local knowledge. This can be guaranteed by using a distributed semantics
with several domains of interpretation, e.g., DDL, E-connections, P-DL or IDDL;
• the semantics should comply with the fact that alignments are discovered from an
outer point of view that encompasses both aligned ontologies. This eliminates DDL or
E-connections which express semantic relationships between ontologies according to a
local ontology’s point of view. P-DL is not relevant either, since its only way to relate
ontologies is by importing terms. This is not enough for heterogeneous knowledge that
we consider;
RR n° 6484
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• alignments should be shared across the system, so that they can be reused to build new
correspondences out of existing ones, especially for transitive reusability of knowledge.
Again, DDL or E-connections do not offer this capability.
To better understand why other distributed formalisms do not comply with the identified
requirements, we give a brief description of them in the next section.
3 Related Work
In this section we present several approaches to reasoning on a network of ontologies with
alignments. These approaches result from different semantics admitted to alignments and
from hypotheses about interpretation domains of the local ontologies.
3.1 Merging-based approach
This approach assumes that all modular ontologies and alignments are interpreted into
the same domain ∆. This means that local ontologies and alignments are considered as
fragments of a global ontology simply obtained by merging them together. In this case, all
reasoning on the local ontologies and alignments can be translated into those on the global
ontology. This is exactly how OWL ontologies are treated [13]. They are related thanks to
import statement, and ontologies can relate local terms to imported ontology terms.
A straightforward merging gives this approach an advantage over the others: no new logic
and algorithm for reasoning on modular ontologies and alignments is necessary. Moreover,
efficient reasoners exist for such purpose [16, 1, 20, 19, 17]. Using Description Logics as a
formalism for modular reasoning is in particular advertised by [7, 6]. However, as pointed
out in the example above, this approach would not be appropriate for reasoning on ontologies
which are independently conceived and related by the means of alignments.
3.2 E-connections [8]
This approach relies on the assumption that all local ontologies are interpreted into disjoint
domains. To express alignments, it introduces specific relations, namely links, between these
domains. In order to express correspondences, new axioms have to be added to existing on-
tologies. For instance, if 1 :FlatOwner, 2 :Flat are concepts in ontology 1 and 2 respectively,
owns is a link relation, then 1 : FlatOwner v ∃owns.(2 : Flat) is an axiom in ontology 1.
[8] proposed an algorithm for reasoning on modular ontologies with alignments expressed
via link relations. It enables a straightforward implementation based on an existing tableau
reasoner.
There are two main disadvantages, w.r.t. our requirements. First, semantic relationship
are asserted from one ontology point of view. So, an alignment server would not be able to
properly construct links in E-connections, except by being “tied” to a particular ontology.
Second, the approach does not support transitive knowledge propagation among ontologies,
which strongly restricts reusability of alignments accross the distributed system.
INRIA
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3.3 Distributed Description Logics (DDL) [4]
DDL alignments are expressed via bridge rules. Each bridge rule simulates a cross-ontology
concept subsumption or individual assertion which the logic used in ontologies allows for.
For example, 1 :Penguin v 2:Bird, 1 :Penguin v 2:¬Fly where 1:Penguin is a concept in
Ontology 1 and 2:¬Fly, 2:Bird are concepts in Ontology 2. C-OWL [5] is an instantiation
of the generic DDL semantics for distributed and contextualized OWL ontologies.
[18] proposed and implemented an algorithm for reasoning on ontologies with bridge
rules of a very restricted form: no individual and constructed concept is allowed in bridge
rules. The basic idea behind this algorithm is to translate the satisfiability problem with
respect to a DDL ontology into several local satisfiability problems with respect to local
ontologies. Despite the mentioned theoretical limitations, several works in [14] and [15]
exploit successfully the reasoning algorithm implemented in DRAGO to improve or repair
ontology mappings which are created by different matching systems without any human
intervention.
3.4 Package-based Description Logics (P-DL)
P-DL [3] is useful for building modular ontologies in a homogeneous environment. Several
ontologies (or “packages”) are built separately, and connected to each others by explic-
itly stating that certain terms are imported from another package. There is no notion of
alignments between packages, so that it would probably fail to represent the case study we
are working on. However, different interpretations are assigned to different packages, and
they only have to coincide on imported terms. Although authors have presented a tableau-
like algorithm [2], it is restricted to the description logic ALC which has a relatively poor
expressivity.
The limitations of each of these formalisms with respect to our requirements does not
mean that the formalism we propose will replace or improve DDL, E-connections or P-DL.
Indeed, each one of these formalisms serves different purposes and we believe that IDDL
is complementary to these. Moreover, it will be shown in Sect. 5 that several distributed
formalisms can be used conjunctly.
4 Integrated Distributed Description Logics (IDDL)
Correlated Description Logics (IDDL) is in fact a new name for Integrated Distributed
Description Logics (IDDL), first presented in [21]. We decided to chose a new name to avoid
confusion with Distributed Description Logics. IDDLis a formalism which inherits from
both the field of Description Logics and from the analysis of distributed knowledge-based
systems in [22].
In a preliminary section, we define the notations we use to describe the syntax and seman-
tics of classical description logics. Thereafter, we provide the definition of correspondence,
alignment and distributed system, for which we define a semantics.
RR n° 6484
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4.1 DL: syntax and semantics
IDDL ontologies have the same syntax and semantics as in standard DL. More precisely, a
DL ontology is composed of concepts, roles and individuals, as well as axioms built out of
these elements. A concept is either a primitive concept A, or, given concepts C, D, role R,
individuals a1, . . . , ak, and natural number n, ⊥, >, C tD, C uD, ∃R.C, ∀R.C, ≤ nR.C,
≥ nR.C, ¬C or {a1, . . . , ak}. A role is either a primitive role P , or, given roles R and S,
R t S, R u S, ¬R, R−, R ◦ S and R+.
Interpretations are pairs 〈∆I , ·I〉, where ∆I is a non-empty set (the domain of inter-
pretation) and ·I is the function of interpretation such that for all primitive concepts A,
AI ⊆ ∆I , for all primitive roles P , P I ⊆ ∆I × ∆I , and for all individuals a, aI ∈ ∆I .
Interpretations of complex concepts and roles is inductively defined by ⊥I = ∅, >I = ∆I ,
(C t D)I = CI ∪ DI , (C u D)I = CI ∩ DI , (∃R.C)I = {x|∃y.y ∈ CI ∧ 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI},
(∀R.C)I = {x|∀y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ CI}, (≤ nR.C)I = {x|]{y ∈ CI |〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} ≤ n},
(≥ nR.C)I = {x|]{y∈CI |〈x, y〉∈RI} ≥ n}, (¬C)I = ∆I \ CI , {a1, . . . , ak} = {aI1, . . . , aIk},
(RtS)I = RI∪SI , (RuS)I = RI∩SI , (¬R)I = (∆I×∆I)\RI , (R−)I = {〈x, y〉|〈y, x〉∈RI},
(R ◦S)I = {〈x, y〉|∃z.〈x, z〉∈RI ∧ 〈z, y〉∈SI} and (R+)I is the reflexive-transitive closure of
RI .
Axioms are either subsumption C v D, sub-role axioms R v S, instance assertions C(a),
role assertions R(a, b) and individual identities a = b, where C and D are concepts, R and
S are roles, and a and b are individuals. An interpretation I satisfies axiom C v D iff
CI ⊆ DI ; it satisfies R v S iff RI ⊆ SI ; it satisfies C(a) iff aI ∈CI ; it satisfies R(a, b) iff
〈aI , bI〉∈RI ; and it satisfies a = b iff aI = bI . When I satisfies an axiom α, it is denoted by
I |= α.
An ontology O is composed of a set of terms (primitive concepts/roles and individuals)
called the signature of O and denoted by Sig(O), and a set of axioms denoted by Ax(O).
An interpretation I is a model of an ontology O iff for all α∈Ax(O), I |= α. In this case,
we write I |= O. The set of all models of an ontology O is denoted by Mod(O). A semantic
consequence of an ontology O is a formula α such that for all I∈Mod(O), I |= α.
4.2 Distributed Systems
A Distributed System (DS) is composed of a set of ontologies, interconnected by ontology
alignments. An ontology alignment describes semantic relations between two ontologies.
4.2.1 Syntax:
An ontology alignment is composed of a set of correspondences. A correspondence can
be seen as an axiom that asserts a relation between concepts, roles or individuals of two
distinct ontologies. They are homologous to bridge rules in DDL. We use a notation similar
to DDL in order to identify in which ontology a concept, role or individual is defined. If a
concept/role/individual E belongs to ontology i, then we write it i :E. The 6 possible types
of correspondences between ontologies i and j are:
INRIA
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Definition 1 (Correspondence) A correspondence between two ontologies i and j is one
of the following formula:
• i :C v←→ j :D is a cross-ontology concept subsumption;
• i :R v←→ j :S is a cross-ontology role subsumption;
• i :C ⊥←→ j :D is a cross-ontology concept disjunction;
• i :R ⊥←→ j :S is a cross-ontology role disjunction;
• i :a ∈←→ j :C is a cross-ontology membership;
• i :a =←→ j :b is a cross-ontology identity.
An ontology alignment is simply a set of correspondences. Together with DL ontologies,
they form the components of a Distributed System in IDDL.
Definition 2 (Distributed System) A Distributed System (DS for short), is a pair 〈O,A〉
such that O is a set of ontologies, and A = (Aij)i,j∈O is a family of alignments relating on-
tologies of O.1
4.2.2 Semantics
Distributed systems semantics depends on local semantics, but does not interfere with it.
A standard DL ontology can be straightforwardly used in IDDL system. Informally, in-
terpreting a IDDL system consists in assigning a standard DL interpretation to each local
ontology, then correlating the domains of interpretation thanks to what we call an equalizing
function.
Definition 3 (equalizing function) Given a family of local interpretations I, an equaliz-
ing function ε is a family of functions indexed by I such that for all Ii ∈ I, εi : ∆Ii → ∆ε
where ∆ε is called the global domain of interpretation of ε.
A distributed interpretation assigns a standard DL interpretation to each ontology in
the system, as well as an equalizing function that correlate local knowledge into a global
domain of interpretation.
Definition 4 (Distributed interpretation) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. A distributed in-
terpretation of S is a pair 〈I, ε〉 where I is a family of interpretations indexed by O, ε is an
equalizing function for I, such that for all i∈O, Ii interprets i and εi : ∆Ii → ∆ε.
While local satisfiability is the same as standard DL, correspondence satisfaction involves
the equalizing function.
1We consistently use bold face to denote a mathematical family of elements. So, O denotes (Oi)i∈I where
I is a set of indices.
RR n° 6484
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Definition 5 (Satisfaction of a correspondence) Let S be a DS, and i, j two ontologies
of S. Let I = 〈I, ε〉 be a distributed interpretation. We define satisfaction of a correspon-
dence c (denoted by I |=d c) as follows:
I |=d i :C
v←→ j :D iff εi(CIi) ⊆ εj(DIj )
I |=d i :R
v←→ j :S iff εi(RIi) ⊆ εj(SIj )
I |=d i :C
⊥←→ j :D iff εi(CIi) ∩ εj(DIj ) = ∅
I |=d i :R
⊥←→ j :S iff εi(RIi) ∩ εj(SIj ) = ∅
I |=d i :a
∈←→ j :C iff εi(aIi)∈εj(CIj )
I |=d i :a
=←→ j :b iff εi(aIi) = εj(bIj )
Additionally, for all local formula i :φ, I |=d i :φ iff Ii |= φ (i.e., local satisfaction implies
global satisfaction). A distributed interpretation I satisfies an alignment A iff it satisfies all
correspondences of A (denoted by I |=d A) and it satisfies an ontology Oi iff it satisfies all
axioms of Oi (denoted by I |=d Oi). When all ontologies and all alignments are satisfied,
the DS is satisfied by the distributed interpretation. In which case we call this interpretation
a model of the system.
Definition 6 (Model of a DS) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. A distributed interpretation I
is a model of S (denoted by I |=d S), iff:
• for all Oi∈O, I |=d Oi;
• for all Aij ∈A, I |=d Aij.
The set of all models of a DS is denoted by Mod(S). A formula α is a consequence of
a DS (S |=d α) iff ∀M ∈ Mod(S),M |=d α. This model-theoretic semantics offers special
challenge to the reasoning infrastructure, that we discuss in next section.
5 Reasoning in IDDL with concept correspondences
In this section, we investigate a reasoning procedure for checking whether or not S = 〈O,A〉
is consistent, in the case when only concepts are put in correspondences. Role correspon-
dences are considered in Sect. 8.
We can reduce the problem of entailment S |=d α to deciding (in)consistency of a DS
when α is either a local GCI (i :C v D), a concept correspondence (i :C v↔ j :D or i :C ⊥↔
j : D) or a local ABox assertion (i : C(a)). Local entailment reduction is straightforward.
However, correspondence entailment like S |=d i :C
v↔ j :D is equivalent to the inconsistency
of S ∪ {i : {a} v↔ i :: C} ∪ {i : {a} ⊥↔ j :: D}, where a is a new individual name added to
ontology Oi.
INRIA
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When ontologies are correlated with alignments, new deductions may occur. Indeed,
cross-ontology knowledge interacts with local knowledge. Moreover, knowledge from one
ontology may influence knowledge from another ontology. Besides, local knowledge would
also induce cross-ontology knowledge (i.e., alignments). And finally, deductions can be made
with and about the alignments alone.
In fact, the difficulty of reasoning in IDDL resides in determining what knowledge prop-
agates from local domains to global domain, or from global to local domains. In fact, we
will show that, in the restricted case when only concept correspondences are allowed, only
unsatisfiability and non-unsatiafiability of concepts are propagated.
Example 1 Let O1 = {C1 ≡ A1 u B1}, O2 = {A2 v >, B2 v >} and alignment A12 =
{A1 v A2, B1 ⊥ A2, C1 w B2}.
We have A12 |= A1 ⊥ B1. If A1 ⊥ B1 is added to O1 (by the intuition ??) then
C1 becomes unsatisfiable in O1. From the correspondence C1 w B2, it follows that B2 is
unsatisfiable in O2 as well.
The example above shows that reasoning on IDDL systems is not trivial and the exist-
ing algorithms for reasoning on DL-based ontologies (e.g., tableau algorithms) can not be
directly used.
The principle behind the algorithm is based on the fact that correspondences are sim-
ilar to axioms, and alignments resembles ontologies. In fact, an alignment represents an
ontology which would be interpreted in the global domain of interpretation (see Def. 4).
In this algorithm, the alignments will be translated into an ontology (the global ontology).
However, this is not enough to check global consistency because local knowledge influences
global reasoning. So, the idea consists in extending the global ontology together with the
local ontologies by adding specific axioms wich represent knwoledge propagated through the
distributed system.
As a matter of fact, if correspondences are restricted to cross-ontology concept subsump-
tion or disjointness, only concept unsatisfiability and concept non-emptiness can propogate.
Indeed, if a concept is locally interpreted as empty, then its image via the equalizing function
is empty too. Conversely, a non-empty set has a non-empty image through ε.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to propagate knowledge by analysing ontologies one by
one. A subtle combination of several ontologies and alignments can impose unsatisfiability
of a locally satisfiable concept (see Ex. 1).
In order to be certain that all concept unsatisfiability and non-emptiness are propa-
gated, our algorithm exhaustively tests each combination of concept unsatisfiability and
non-emptiness by explicitely adding these facts, and propagating them accordingly.
In the sequel, we introduce the construction of extended ontologies which are built from
A and O and we show that the consistency of a IDDL system S is equivalent to the existence
of such extended ontologies such that they are consistent.
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5.1 Configurations and extended ontologies
This section provides the formal definitions which will finally lead to the construction of
the extended ontologies which have been mentionned above. A configuration determines
whether certain well chosen concepts in a vocabulary are unsatisfiable or non-empty. In our
specific case, the vocabulary in question is defined by the correspondences. It will be proven
that it is sufficient to consider concepts appearing in correspondences when dealing with
knowledge propagation in IDDL.
Concepts occurring as the left or right side of correspondences in alignments constitute
the vocabulary of an alignment ontology, namely global vocabulary. This vocabulary consists
of local vocabularies which are originated from local ontologies. The following definitions
introduce formally the construction of these elements which will be used for formulating
axioms or assertions in alignment and extended ontologies.
Definition 7 (Local vocabulary) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. We denote by Ci the set that
includes the top concept > and all (primitive or complex) concepts that appear in the left
side of correspondences in Aij or in the right side of correspondences in Aji.
Definition 8 (Global vocabulary) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. The set of global concept
names of S is C =
⋃
i∈O
{i :C | C ∈ Ci}. When w ⊆ Ci, we denote by ŵ the set {i :C | C ∈ w}
of (global) concept names. When W ⊆ C , we denote by W |i the set {C ∈ Ci | i :C ∈W}.
Considering Example 1, we have local vocabularies C1 = {A1, B1, C1,>1}, C2 = {A2, B2,>2},
R1 = R2 = ∅, and global vocabulary C = {A1, B1, C1,>1, A2, B2,>2}, R = ∅.
In the algorithm, we do not provide a configuration for the set of global or local concepts
directly. In fact, a configuration defines the non-emptiness of some particular concepts
defined as follows.
Definition 9 Let T be a set of concepts (primitive or complex). For each non empty subset
W ⊆ T , we define the concept CTW := (
l
X∈W
X u
l
X′∈T\W
¬X ′).
When there is no ambiguity, we denote by CW the concept CCW defined above when C
is the global vocabulary of a distributed system S.
Roughly speaking, a configuration of models for an ontology over a set C of concepts
can be considered as an equivalence class of models which determines a partition of an
interpretation domain by interpretations of the concepts in C . Two models belong to a
configuration (equivalence class) if for each subset W ⊆ C the two interpretations of the
concept CCW (introduced by Def. 9) under these models are empty or not, simultaneously. If
C is global vocabulary then the knowledge about the unsatisfiability or non-unsatisfiability
(non-emptiness) of CCW must be propagated from alignment A to local ontologies {Oi}. This
knowledge can be directly expressed as in Def. 10.
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Definition 10 (Global configuration) Let S be a DS with a set of global concept names
C . A global configuration of S is a subset Ω of 2C .
We have prepared necessary elements for constructing the so-called alignment ontol-
ogy. This ontology “axiomatize” the alignments, which represent inter-ontology knowledge.
Apart from axioms expressing correspondences in alignments, an alignment ontology in-
cludes additional axioms or assertions representing the global configuration.
Definition 11 (Alignment ontology) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. Let Ω be a global con-
figuration of S. The alignment ontology with respect to Ω is an ontology ÂΩ defined as
follows:
1. for each i, j ∈ O, if i :C v↔ j :D (resp. i :C ⊥↔ j :D) is a concept correspondence in A
then i :C v j :D (resp. i :C v ¬j :D) is an axiom of ÂΩ;
2. for each W ∈ Ω, CW ≡ {aW } is an axiom of ÂΩ where aW is a new individual name;
3. for each W /∈ Ω, CW v ⊥ is an axiom of ÂΩ.
Reconsidering Example 1, if we pick, for instance, the configuration Ω = 2C to build an
alignment ontology Â according to Def. 11, then Â is inconsistent.
The construction of local configurations is very similar to that of global configuration
except that compatibility of local configurations with a given global configuration must be
taken into account. This compatibility results from the semantics of IDDL system relying
on equalizing functions, which imposes that if the image of a set under an equalizing function
is not empty then that set must be not empty.
Definition 12 (Local configuration) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. Let Ω be a global config-
uration of S. For each Oi ∈ O, we define a local configuration of Oi with respect to Ω as a
subset Ωi of 2Ci . Moreover, if w ∈ Ωi then there must exist W ∈ Ω such that ŵ ⊆W .
As discussed at the beginning of this section, knowledge propagation from alignments
to local ontologies is crucial to the construction of extended ontologies which preserve the
consistency of a IDDL system. A global configuration Ω and a local configuration Ωi which
is compatible with Ω provide necessary elements to define such extended ontologies. The
following definition describes how to propagate knowledge from alignments to local ontologies
through the determined configurations.
Definition 13 (Extended ontologies) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. Let Ω be a global con-
figuration of S. For each Oi ∈ O, let Ωi be a local configuration with respect to Ω. The
extended ontology ÔΩi with respect to Ωi and Ω is defined as follows:
1. Oi ⊆ ÔΩi ;
2. for each w ∈ Ωi, CCiw (bw) is an axiom of ÔΩi , where bw is a new individual name;
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3. for each w /∈ Ωi, CCiw v ⊥ is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
4. for each W ∈ Ω and for each X ∈W |i, we define a new concept CXW for ontology ÔΩi
such that:
(a) CXW v X u
l
X′∈Ci\W |i
¬X ′ is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
(b) CXW (b
X
W ) is an axiom of ÔΩi with b
X
W a new individual name in ÔΩi ;
(c) CXW v C>W is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
5. for each W,W ′ ⊆ C such that W 6= W ′, C>W v ¬C>W ′ is an axiom of ÔΩi .
The concept CXW represents the set of elements in local concept X which have their
global counterparts in the global concept CW . Notice that the propagation of the knowledge
through a global configuration is not straightforward. The non-emptiness expressed by the
assertion CW (aW ) must not be directly propagated. The reason for this is that the non-
emptiness of εi(Ii(CW )) with a local interpretation Ii and an equalizing function εi, does
not imply the non-emptiness of Ii(CCiW |i). Consequently, the decomposition of the concept
CW for the propagation as described in the item 4 in Def. 13 is necessary.
The following theorem establishes the most important result in the present section. It
asserts that a IDDL system can be translated into an alignment ontology and extended
ontologies that preserve the semantics of the IDDL system.
6 Theorem and proof
Theorem 1 (DS Consistency) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. S is consistent if and only if
there exist a global configuration Ω of S and a local configuration Ωi for each Oi ∈ O with
respect to Ω such that the alignment ontology ÂΩ and the extended local ontologies {ÔΩi}
as defined in Def. 11 and Def. 13 are consistent.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is quite complex, so we will separate into sections and
subsections, with intermediary lemmas. Since the theorem asserts an equivalence (if and
only if) we will separate the proof in two big steps, one for the “if-direction” (i.e., ⇐) in
Sect. 6.1, and one for the “only-if-direction” (i.e., ⇒) in Sect. 6.2.
6.1 If-direction ⇐
In this part, we assume the existence of a global configuration Ω and local configurations Ωi
such that ÂΩ and ÔΩi are consistent. We prove that S is consistent in this case by asserting
the existence of a model IA of ÂΩ and models Ii of ÔΩi from which we build a distributed
model of S. More precisely, the models of ÔΩi are also models of Oi. So, building a model
of S amounts to building an equalizing function ε for I = (Ii)i∈O such that 〈I, ε〉 |= S. We
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∆A
∆i
ÔΩi : C
X
W (b
X
W );C
Ci
Θ(e);C
Ci
Θ(e′)
ÂΩ : CW (aW );CW ′(aW ′)
IA(aW )
e′e
IA(aW ′)
εi IA
Figure 2: Construction of εi from Ii and IA. For each e = Ii(bXW ) or e ∈ Ii(C
Ci
Θ(e)) we can
find an individual aW in ÂΩ such that εi(e) is assigned to IA(aW ).
separate this process in the following steps: first, we explain the construction of εi according
to IA and Ii; second, we prove an important lemma which helps proving that we have built
a model of S; third, the actual proof of the satisfaction of S is decomposed in proofs of the
satisfaction of the various kinds of correspondences.
Before continuing the proof, we define the function Θ : ∆i → 2Ci which maps each
element e ∈ ∆i to the set of concepts in Ci which have an interpretation including e (i.e.,
Θ(e) = {X ∈ Ci | e ∈ Ii(X)}). Since > ∈ Ci hence Θ(e) 6= ∅. This implies that CCiΘ(e) v
⊥ /∈ ÔΩi , i.e., Θ(e) ∈ Ωi.
6.1.1 Building the equalizing function.
According to the hypothesis in this section, there exists a model 〈∆A, .IA〉 of ÂΩ and a
model 〈∆i, .Ii〉 of ÔΩi for each i ∈ O.
We now define for all i a function εi from ∆i into ∆A (see Fig. 2). Let e ∈ ∆i.
According to Def. 12 and the definition of Θ(e), there exists W ∈ Ω such that Θ̂(e) ⊆W ,
i.e., Θ(e) ⊆W |i. (*)
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Then, we distinguish the two following cases.
1. If there exists W ′ ∈ Ω and e ∈ Ii(C>W ′) then we define εi(e) = IA(aW ′) with C>W ′
defined according to item 4 in Def. 13.
2. In any other situation, we define εi(e) = IA(aW ) (with W introduced above at (*)).
This is a valid definition of function εi, because if e ∈ Ii(C>W ′) and e ∈ Ii(C>W ′′) then
W ′ = W ′′ thanks to item 5 of Def. 13.
6.1.2 Auxiliary lemma.
The following lemma asserts that each element e of a local domain of interpretation ∆i
can be associated to a set of global concepts W ∈ Ω such that Θ(e) ⊆ W |i and for which
εi(e) = IA(aW ). More informally, this lemma serves to show that the local structures of
class containment and membership are preserved in the alignment ontology.
Lemma 1 For each e ∈ ∆i there exists W ∈ Ω such that Θ(e) ⊆W |i and εi(e) = IA(aW ).
Proof: To prove Lem. 1, we consider the following two cases according to the definition of
εi:
1. If there exists W ′ ∈ Ω and e ∈ Ii(C>W ′) then we have εi(e) = IA(aW ′). Therefore,
e ∈
⋂
X∈Ci\W ′|i
∆i \ Ii(X). This implies that Θ(e) ⊆ W ′|i (otherwise, e would be in
Ii(¬X) for some X ∈ Θ(e)).
2. In any other cases, the property is trivially satisfied.

6.1.3 Satisfaction of the system.
Since Oi is included in ÔΩi for all i, we already have models for all Oi. We now show that the
conditions in Def. 5 are satisfied with functions {Ii} and {εi} (see Fig. 3). Since concepts can
be nominal, cross-ontology membership and cross-ontology identity can be translated into
cross-ontology concept subsumption and cross-ontology concept equivalence. These proofs
are a bit technical, but quite straightforward. The only trick resides in the appropriate use
of the above lemma.
Cross-ontology concept subsumption (i : C v↔ j : D ∈ Aij =⇒ εi(Ii(C)) ⊆ εj(Ij(D))). Let
us assume that i : C v↔ j : D ∈ Aij . Let x ∈ εi(Ii(C)). There exists e ∈ Ii(C) such
that εi(e) = x. From Lem. 1, it follows that there exists W ∈ Ω such that Θ(e) ⊆ W |i
and εi(e) = IA(aW ). Moreover, since IA is a model for ÂΩ and i : C v j : D ∈ ÂΩ and
CW ≡ {aW } ∈ ÂΩ (according to Def. 11) hence IA(aW ) ∈ IA(j :D). By the construction
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∆A
∆i ∆j
Ii(C′) Ii(C)
Ij(D)
Ij(D′)
IA(aW1)
IA(aW2)
IA(aW3) IA(aW4)
εi εj
Figure 3: The figure illustrates (i : C v↔ j : D ∈ Aij =⇒ εi(Ii(C)) ⊆ εj(Ij(D))) and
(i :C ′ ⊥↔ j :D′ ∈ Aij =⇒ εi(Ii(C ′)) ∩ εj(Ij(D′)) = ∅)
of CW and since CW ≡ {aW } is in ÂΩ, we have j : D ∈ W (otherwise, ¬j : D must be
included in CW , which contradicts IA(aW ) ∈ IA(j : D)). By Def. 13 we have ÔΩj |=
(D u
l
X′∈Cj\W |j
¬X ′)(bDW ). This implies that Ij(bDW ) ∈ Ij(D). Moreover, ÔΩj |= C>W (bDW ).
From the definition of εj we obtain εj(Ij(bDW )) = IA(aW ). This implies that x = εj(Ij(bDW )),
and since Ij(bDW ) ∈ Ij(D), x ∈ εj(Ij(D)). As a result, εi(Ii(C)) ⊆ εj(Ij(D)).
Cross-ontology concept disjointness (i : C ⊥↔ j : D ∈ Aij =⇒ εi(Ii(C)) ∩ εj(Ij(D)) = ∅). Let
us assume that i : C ⊥↔ j : D ∈ Aij . Let x ∈ εi(Ii(C)). There exists e ∈ Ii(C) such that
εi(e) = x. From Lem. 1, it follows that there exists W ∈ Ω such that Θ(e) ⊆ W |i and
εi(e) = IA(aW ). Moreover, since IA is a model for ÂΩ and i : C v ¬j : D ∈ ÂΩ and
CW ≡ {aW } ∈ ÂΩ we have IA(aW ) /∈ IA(j :D). (**)
Furthermore, for all f ∈ Ij(D), by Lem. 1, there exists W ′ ∈ Ω such that εj(f) =
IA(aW ′) and Θ(f) ⊆ W ′|j , so IA(aW ′) ∈ IA(j : D). From this and (**), we obtain
IA(aW ) 6= IA(aW ′). Thus, εi(e) 6= εj(f) for all f ∈ Ij(D). As a result εi(Ii(C)) ∩
εj(Ij(D)) = ∅.
Thus, the distributed interpretation 〈(Ii), (εi)〉 satisfies the system S. Therefore S is
consistent.
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6.2 Only-if-direction
In this section, we assume that S is consistent. Therefore, there exists a model 〈I, ε〉 of S,
with I = (〈∆i, .Ii〉)i∈O and ε = (εi : ∆i → ∆ε)i∈O. We must show that there exist a global
configuration Ω and a local configuration Ωi for each i ∈ O, for which ÂΩ and {ÔΩi} are
consistent.
The proof is organised as follows:
1. Build the configurations according to the model 〈I, ε〉:
(a) build the global configuration Ω;
(b) build the local configuration Ωi for each i ∈ O;
(c) prove that Ωi is indeed a local configuration.
2. Prove that ÂΩ is consistent:
(a) build an interpretation IA of ÂΩ;
(b) show that IA |= ÂΩ.
3. Prove that {ÔΩi} is consistent for all i ∈ O:
(a) build an interpretation Ii of ÔΩi ;
(b) show that Ii |= ÔΩi .
Before proceeding with the actual proof, we first define two auxiliary functions which
will improve readability. Function ϕ maps a concept of the global vocabulary C to a subset
of the global domain ∆ε.
ϕ : C −→ 2∆ε
i :C 7−→ εi(Ii(C))
Function ϕ̄ maps a concept C of C to the complement of ϕ(C) in ∆ε.
6.2.1 Building configurations.
The configurations are built in the following order: global configuration and local configura-
tions. Since local configurations have to satisfy an additional constraint, their construction
is immediately followed by a proof of the validity of the definition.
Global configuration. For all W ⊆ C , W ∈ Ω if and only if ϕ(CW ) 6= ∅.
Local configurations. For all w ∈ Ci, w ∈ Ωi if and only if Ii(CCiw ) 6= ∅.
Lemma 2 Ωi is a local configuration with respect to Ω.
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Proof: Let assume that w ∈ Ωi. It implies that
⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X) 6= ∅, according to the following
chain of implications:
w ∈ Ωi
=⇒Ii(CCiw ) 6= ∅
=⇒
⋂
X∈w
Ii(X) 6= ∅
=⇒εi(
⋂
X∈w
Ii(X)) 6= ∅
=⇒
⋂
X∈w
εi(Ii(X)) 6= ∅
=⇒
⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X) 6= ∅
There exists an element e in
⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X). Let us name W the set Ŵ ∪{X ∈ C \ŵ | e ∈ ϕ(X)}.
By definition, ŵ ⊆W and e ∈ ϕ(CW ). According to the construction of Ω, this ensures that
W ∈ Ω which establishes the proof. 
6.2.2 Consistency of ÂΩ.
In order to prove the consistency of ÂΩ, we first build an interpretation of the alignment
ontology. There are two important properties which determine the construction of this
interpretation: 1) the global interpretations of the non-empty concepts CW form a partition
of the global domain of interpretation. More formally, {ϕ(CW ) | W ⊆ C ∧ ϕ(CW ) 6= ∅} is
a partition of ∆ε; 2) because of the particularities of the axioms in ÂΩ, it is impossible to
differentiate two elements in the same set ϕ(CW ). Therefore, it is enough to have as many
elements in the domain of interpretation as there are non-empty concepts CW . As a result,
the domain of interpretation can be any set of the size of Ω, for instance Ω itself.
Construction of a model of the alignment ontology. A model 〈∆A, .IA〉 for ÂΩ can
be defined as follows.
1. ∆A = Ω;
2. For all X ∈ C we define IA(X) = {W ∈ Ω | X ∈W};
3. For all aW added by Def. 11 to ÂΩ with assertion CW ≡ {aW }, we define IA(aW ) = W .
In the following proof, the set Ω is used for two different purposes, which might be
somehow confusing in case of careless reading. Indeed, Ω represents both the domain of
interpretation of the alignment ontology, and the global configuration of S (i.e., a set of sets
of concepts).
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Checking satisfaction of axioms. Axioms in ÂΩ are all introduced by the three items
of Def. 11. We follow the same order to prove IA satisfy them.
1. Let assume there is a correspondence i : C v↔ j : D ∈ Aij . Therefore, i : C v j :
D ∈ ÂΩ is an axiom in ÂΩ. Let W ∈ IA(i : C). By construction of IA, W ∈ Ω and
i : C ∈ W . If we assume that i : D 6∈ W , then ϕ(i : C) ∩ ϕ̄(i : D) 6= ∅ (according to
the construction of Ω). So εi(Ii(C)) ∩ ∆ε \ εi(Ii(D)) 6= ∅. This contradicts the fact
that 〈I, ε〉 |= i : C v↔ j : D ∈ Aij . Therefore, i : D ∈ W , so W ∈ IA(i : D) and more
generally, IA(i : C) ⊆ IA(i : D). Similarly, if i : C
⊥↔ j : D is a correspondence in Aij ,
then i : C v ¬j : D ∈ ÂΩ. Let W ∈ IA(i : C). If we assume that i : D ∈ W , then
ϕ(i :C)∩ϕ(i :D) 6= ∅ (according to the construction of Ω). So εi(Ii(C))∩εi(Ii(D)) 6= ∅.
This contradicts the fact that 〈I, ε〉 |= i : C ⊥↔ j : D ∈ Aij . Therefore, i : D 6∈ W and
more generally, IA(i :C) ⊆ Ω \ IA(i :D).
2. If W ∈ Ω, then CW ≡ {aW } ∈ ÂΩ. By construction of IA,
IA(CW ) =
⋂
X∈W
IA(X) ∩
⋂
X∈C\W
Ω \ IA(X)
=
⋂
X∈W
{ω ∈ Ω | X ∈ ω} ∩
⋂
X∈C\W
Ω \ {ω ∈ Ω | X ∈ ω} (*)
Quite obviously, for all X ∈W , W ∈ {ω ∈ Ω | X ∈ ω}. Moreover, for all X ∈ C \W ,
W 6∈ {ω ∈ Ω | X ∈ ω}. Therefore IA(aW ) = W ∈ IA(CW ). Now, let W ′ ∈ IA(CW ).
According to (*), it is obvious that for all X ∈ W , X ∈ W ′ and for all X ∈ C \W ,
X 6∈ W ′. As a result, W = W ′. From this and IA(aW ) = W ∈ IA(CW ), we conclude
that {IA(aW )} = IA(CW ).
3. If W ∈ C \ Ω, then CW v ⊥ ∈ ÂΩ, which means that ϕ(CW ) = ∅ by construction of
Ω. The proof of the previous item established that if W ′ ∈ IA(CW ) then necessarily,
W ′ = W . But it cannot be so here because IA ⊆ Ω and W 6∈ Ω. So IA(CW ) = ∅.
So IA |= ÂΩ.
6.2.3 Consistency of ÔΩi .
In order to build a valid interpretation of ÔΩi , we first establish a preliminary result.
Lemma 3 If W ∈ Ω and X ∈ W |i, then there exists e ∈ Ii(X) ∩
⋂
X′∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X ′)
such that εi(e) ∈ ϕ(CW ).
Proof: Let us assume that W ∈ Ω and X ∈ W |i. Then, by construction of Ω, ϕ(CW ) 6= ∅.
So there exists x ∈ ϕ(CW ). It follows that x ∈ ϕ(i : X) ∩
⋂
X′∈Ci\W |i
ϕ̄(i :X ′). So there
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exists e ∈ Ii(X) such that εi(e) = x. Moreover, for all X ′ ∈ Ci \W |i, εi(e) ∈ ϕ̄(i : X ′),
so e 6∈ Ii(X ′). As a result, e ∈ Ii(X) ∩
⋂
X′∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X ′) and εi(e) ∈ ϕ(CW ), which
establishes the proof. 
Construction of a model of the extended ontology. We now devise a model 〈∆′i, .I
′
i〉
for each ÔΩi .
1. ∆′i := ∆i;
2. I ′i(C) := Ii(C) for all concept name C in Oi, and thus, in ÔΩi ;
3. I ′i(R) := Ii(R) for all role name R in Oi, and thus, in ÔΩi ;
4. I ′i(o) := Ii(o) for all individual name o in Oi, and thus, in ÔΩi ;
5. for all individual bw added by Def. 13 to ÔΩi with assertion CCiw (bw), we define Ii(bw) =
x for any x ∈ Ii(CCiw (which exists, according to the construction of Ωi);
6. for all concept CXW added by Def. 13 to ÔΩi , we define Ii(CXW ) = {e ∈ Ii(X) ∩⋂
X′∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X) | εi(e) ∈ ϕ(CW )}.
7. for all individual bXW added by Def. 13 to ÔΩi with assertion C
X
W (b
X
W ), we define
Ii(bXW ) = x for any x ∈ I ′i(CXW ) (which exists according to Lem. 3).
Checking satisfaction of axioms. Axioms existing in ontology Oi are obviously satisfied
by I ′i. Here, we demonstrate that the new axioms brought by Ωi are satisfied, then prove
that the axioms brought by the global configuration are also satisfied.
1. Satisfaction of CCiw (bw). Let w ∈ Ωi. By construction of I ′i, I ′i(bw) ∈ Ii(CCw ). So
I ′i |= CCiw (bw).
2. Satisfaction of CCiw v ⊥. Let w ∈ Ci \ Ωi. By construction of Ωi, Ii(CCiw ) = ∅. So
I ′i |= CCiw v ⊥.
3. Satisfaction of CXW v X u
l
X′∈Ci\W |i
X ′. This is trivial according to the construction
of I ′i.
4. Satisfaction of CXW (b
X
W ). This is obvious thanks to Lem. 3 and the construction of I ′i.
5. Satisfaction of CXW v C>W . The definition of I ′i trivially implies that I ′i(CXW ) v
I ′i(C>W ).
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6. Satisfaction of C>W v ¬C>W ′ . For all e ∈ I ′i(C>W ), εi(e) ∈ ϕ(CW ) and for all f ∈
I ′i(C>W ′), εi(f) ∈ ϕ(CW ′). But ϕ(CW ) and ϕ(CW ′) are disjoint sets, so εi(e) 6= εi(f).
Therefore e 6= f , and more generally, I ′i(C>W ) ∩ I ′i(C>W ′).
We have defined functions I ′i and showed that I ′i is a model for ÔΩi for all i. 
7 An Algorithm for Consistency Checking
From the construction of alignment and extended ontologies introduced in Section 5, we can
devise an algorithm (Alg. 7) for reasoning on a IDDL system S. The algorithm performs
searching valid configurations from which a consistent alignment ontology and extended
ontologies can be built. If the algorithm can not find any such configuration then S is
inconsistent. The correction of the algorithm is ensured by Theorem 1.
Property 1 Given c the number of global concepts in C and N the number of ontologies
in the system, the complexity of Alg. 7 is double exponential and bounded by N2(2
c+1) (the
number of call to local consistency checking).
Proof: There are as many global configurations as there are subsets of 2C , i.e., 2(2
c). For
each global configuration, all local configurations have to be tested, for all ontologies. The
number of local configuration, for a given ontology in the system, is bounded by 2(2
c), and
there are N ontologies to be checked. So the total number of consistency checking is bounded
by N2(2
c) · 2(2c) = N2(2c+1). 
Thus, the complexity of Alg. 7 is bounded by a double exponential function in the size of
alignments. However, when we look at the way of the construction of global configurations
(which is responsible for the double exponential blow-up), the number of global configu-
rations which are necessarily considered in the algorithm can be dramatically reduced by
pre-verifying if A |= ΩW or Oi |= ΩW with a local reasoner. Additionally, a smart im-
plementation with help of a cache mechanisms would improve considerably local reasoning.
Such an optimization would take advantage of the fact that if two extended ontologies are
built from one local ontology with two local configurations then their structures of models
(if they exist) are slightly different from each other.
The following examples illustrate Alg. 7.
Example 2 By using Alg. 7, we show that the IDDL system introduced in Example 1 is
consistent.
Example 3 Let O1 = {C1 ≡ A1 u B1}, O2 = {A2 v >, B2(a)} and alignment A12 =
{A1 ⊥ B1, C1 w B2}.
• In order to ensure that the alignment ontology Â is consistent the components of global
configurations including both A1, B1 or both C1,¬B2 simultaneously must be unsat-
isfiable. So the following components are possibly non-unsatisfiable : Ω{A1}, Ω{B1},
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Algorithm 1 Consistency(〈O,A〉)
Require: S = 〈O,A〉 with A = {Aij | i, j ∈ O}
Ensure: IsConsistent(S)
1: build C as in Def. 8
2: for all ontology i ∈ O do
3: build Ci as in Def. 7
4: end for
5: for all non-empty set W ⊆ C such that W 6= ∅ do
6: define CW as in Def. 9
7: end for
8: for all ontology i ∈ O do
9: for all non-empty set w ⊆ Ci do
10: define CCiw as in Def. 9
11: end for
12: end for
13: for all global configuration Ω ⊆ 2C do
14: build the alignment ontology ÂΩ from Ω and A as in Def. 11
15: if Â is consistent then
16: for all ontology i ∈ O do
17: let Ω̂i be the set of all local configuration w.r.t. Ω
18: end for
19: for all family of local configurations (Ωi)i∈J do
20: for all ontology i ∈ O do
21: build the extended local ontology ÔΩi from Ω, Ωi and Oi as in Def. 13
22: end for
23: if ÔΩi is consistent for all i ∈ O then
24: return YES
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end for
29: return NO
Ω{A1,B2,C1}, Ω{B1,B2,C1}, Ω{B2,C1} and Ω{A1,B1,B2,C1} (note that omitting concepts
>1,>2 from configurations does not change anything about the reasoning for this ex-
ample).
• To ensure the consistency of Â, it is not possible that Ω{A1,B1,B2,C1} is non-unsatisfiable
due to the disjointness between A1 and B1 in Â. Moreover, in order to guarantee the
consistency of Ô1 it is not possible that three components Ω{A1,B2,C1}, Ω{B1,B2,C1},
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Ω{B2,C1} are non-unsatisfiable since if C1 is non-unsatisfiable then A1 and B1 are so.
Thus, it remains Ω{A1}, Ω{B1} which are possibly non-unsatisfiable.
• On the other hand, in order to guarantee the consistency of Ô2 there exists at least
a component of global configuration containing B2 which is non-unsatisfiable. This
is due to the non-unsatisfiability of B2 in Ô2. However, the two remaining possibly
non-unsatisfiable components do not include B2.
According to Alg. 7, the system S is not consistent.
Although the algorithm does not involve a tableaux-like process, there is a strong con-
nection between the construction of global configurations in Alg. 7 and the construction
of a tableau for concept satisfiability. In fact, a clash-free tableau for alignment ontology
corresponds to a global configuration such that the alignment ontology is consistent. Instead
of selecting appropriate subsets of labels by applying expansion rules to each node with a
set of labels, Alg. 7 considers all possible combinations of subsets of labels. This exhaustive
behaviour is required in the distributed reasoning context where it is needed to know all
clash-free tableaux in the worst case. This can be seen as a drawback in terms of algorith-
mic complexity, but is also an advantage in terms of versatility. So far, no other distributed
formalism is able to treat a network of SROIQ ontologies.
distributed system 2
distributed system 1
DDL system
P-DL system
GR’ global reasoner 2
o2 local ontology 2GRglobal reasoner 1
A
o1
local ontology 1
od op
A′ A′′
Figure 4: Hybrid distributed system. Local ontologies are associated with local reasoners.
Another advantage of the algorithm resides in the encapsulation of local reasoners. The
algorithm asks to local reasoners for the consistency of an extended ontology, which is simply
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the local ontology extended with axioms that are in the language of most description logic
based reasoners. In fact, local reasoners can themselves be peers of a distributed system, as
shown in Fig. 4. In fact, any formalism can be used at the local level as soon as there exists
a reasoner which can check consistency of its internal ontology extended with the axioms
introduced by the alignments.
8 Reasoning with Cross-ontology Role Subsumption
In this section, we devise a new reasoning procedure which now takes into account cross-
ontology role subsumption. The principle behind this improved reasoning task is the same as
before, except that configurations must be extended to take into account the roles involved
in correspondences. Since most of the definitions necessary for this part are the same or
similar as the ones for the previous part, we simply update existing definitions or add new
definitions when necessary.
First, a new notion of role vocabulary must be defined, locally or globally.
Definition 14 (Local role vocabulary) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. We denote by Ri the
set that includes primitive or complex roles that appear in the left side of correspondences
in Aij or in the right side of correspondences in Aji together with their inverse roles (i.e.,
R ∈ Ri ⇔ R− ∈ Ri).
Definition 15 (Global role vocabulary) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. The set of global
global role names of S is R =
⋃
i∈O
{i :R | R ∈ Ri}.
Now we must define a new kind of configuration which has to be considered in addition
to the already defined global and local configurations. However, the treatment of roles is
quite different from the treatment of concepts only, because there are interactions between
roles and concepts. Therefore, we need to keep track of role satisfiability in addition to
concept satisfiability.
In fact, we do that by considering a given (concept) configuration Ω which represents a
partition of the domain of interpretation. Then, according to this configuration, we define
the role configuration as a family of relations over Ω indexed by the set of roles. In other
terms, we determine in a role configuration whether there exists a relation R between two
sets in the partition Ω.
Definition 16 (Role configuration) Let S be a DS with a set of global role names R.
Let Ω be a global configuration of S. A role configuration of S with respect to Ω is a subset
ΦΩ of Ω× Ω×R.
The introduction of role configuration leads to additional constraints on the alignment
ontology that we summarize in this addendum to Def. 11.
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Definition 17 (Alignment ontology (revised)) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. Let Ω be a
global configuration of S, and let ΦΩ be a role configuration with respect to Ω. The alignment
ontology with respect to Ω and ΦΩ is an ontology ÂΩ defined as follows:
1. 2. and 3. See Def. 11;
4. for each i, j ∈ O, if i : R v↔ j : S is a role correspondence in A then i : R v j : S is a
sub-role axiom of ÂΩ;
5. for each 〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩ, {aW } v ∃R.{aW ′} is an axiom of ÂΩ;
6. for each 〈W,W ′, R〉 6∈ ΦΩ, {aW } v ∀R.¬{aW ′} is an axiom of ÂΩ;
Similarly to local configuration, local role configurations have to satisfy a certain con-
straint imposed by the global configuration.
Definition 18 (Local role configuration) Let S be a DS with a set of global role names
R. Let Ω be a global configuration of S, let ΦΩ be a role configuration with respect to Ω,
and Ωi a local configuration of Oi with respect to Ω. A local role configuration of Oi with
respect to Ω, Ωi and ΦΩ is a subset ΦΩi of Ωi ×Ωi ×Ri such that 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi implies
that there exists W,W ′ ∈ Ω such that w ⊆W |i, w′ ⊆W ′|i and 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ.
The extended ontologies are now further extended with axioms which involve roles.
Definition 19 (Extended ontologies (revised)) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. Let Ω be a
global configuration and ΦΩ a role configuration of S. For each Oi ∈ O, let Ωi be a local
configuration with respect to Ω and ΦΩi be a local role configuration with respect to Ω, Ωi and
ΦΩ. The extended ontology ÔΩi with respect to Ωi, Ω, ΦΩ and ΦΩi is defined as follows:
1. 2. 3. 4. and 5. See Def. 13;
6. for each 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi , (CCiw u ∃R.C
Ci
w′ )(b
R
w,w′) is an axiom of ÔΩi , where b
R
w,w′ is
a new individual name;
7. for each 〈w,w′, R〉 /∈ ΦΩi , CCiw v ∀R.¬C
Ci
w′ is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
8. for each W,W ′ ⊆ Ω, and each R ∈ Ri, we define a new concept name CRW,W ′ for
ontology ÔΩi such that:
(a) CRW,W ′ v C>W is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
(b) if 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ then CRW,W ′ v ∃R.CR
−
W ′,W and C
R
W,W ′(β
R
W,W ′) are axioms of
ÔΩi with βRW,W ′ a new individual name;
(c) else, CRW,W ′ v ∀R.¬CR
−
W ′,W is an axiom of ÔΩi ;
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9. for each R ∈ Ri, ∃R.> v
⊔
W,W ′∈Ω
CRW,W ′ is an axiom of ÔΩi .
In the previous definition, item 6 means that a triple 〈w,w′, R〉 in the local role config-
uration determines the existence of a relation R between some member of CCiw and some
member of CCiw′ . Conversely, item 7 means that whenever a triple 〈w,w′, R〉 is not in the
local role configuration, then concepts CCiw and C
Ci
w′ are not related through R. Item 8 adds
a concept CRW,W ′ which represents the set of elements of local concept C
>
W which have their
couterparts in global concept CW and are in relation through R with elements which have
their own counterparts in CW ′ . Finally, item 9 asserts that any element involve in a relation
R must belong to one of the newly introduced sets CRW,W ′ for some W and W
′. This last
item is important to ensure that the role structure is correctly propagated.
Theorem 2 (DS Consistency) Let S = 〈O,A〉 be a DS. S is consistent if and only if
there exist a global configuration Ω of S, a role configuration ΦΩ with respect to Ω, local con-
figurations Ωi for all Oi ∈ O with respect to Ω and local role configurations ΦΩi with respect
to Ω, Ωi and ΦΩ, such that the alignment ontology ÂΩ and the extended local ontologies
{ÔΩi} as defined in Def. 17 and Def. 19 are consistent.
Proof: The proof of the new version of the theorem has a lot in common with the previous
version, so we only present in this section the modifications or additions necessary to deal
with role correspondences. Moreover, the outline of this proof is the same as the previous
one.
8.1 If-direction ⇐
In this section, the only change is in the additional role correspondence satisfaction. Other
definitions are kept identical, in particular the equalizing function is defined as before. How-
ever, in order to demonstrate the satisfaction of cross-ontology role subsumptions, we intro-
duce a new lemma, which can be considered the counterpart of Lem. 1 for roles.
8.1.1 Auxiliary lemmas.
Informally, we could be stated as follows: the function εi built before preserves the structure
of roles.
Lemma 4 For each R ∈ Ri, εi(Ii(R)) = {〈IA(aW ), IA(aW ′)〉 | 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ}.
Proof: The proof of this lemma is decomposed into two steps, corresponding to both inclu-
sions of the two sets.
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( ⊆ ): Let (x, x′) ∈ εi(Ii(R)). There exists (e, e′) ∈ Ii(R) such that x = εi(e) and x′ =
εi(e′). It follows that e ∈ Ii(∃R.>). So, thanks to item 9 of Def. 19, and because Ii is a model
of ÔΩi , there exists W,W ′ ∈ Ω such that e ∈ Ii(CRW,W ′) and similarly, e′ ∈ Ii(CR
−
W ′,W ). This
implies that ÔΩi 6|= CRW,W ′ v ∀R¬C
R−
W ′,W , which means that 〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. Additionally,
thanks to item 8a of Def. 19, e ∈ Ii(C>W ) and e′ ∈ Ii(C>W ′), so εi(e) = IA(aW ) and
εi(e′) = IA(aW ′). This establishes the first inclusion.
( ⊇ ): Let 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. According to item 8b of Def. 19, we have CRW,W ′(βRW,W ′) and
CRW,W ′ v ∃R.CR
−
W ′,W , which implies that there exists x ∈ Ii(CR
−
W ′,W ) such that 〈Ii(βRW,W ′), x〉 ∈
Ii(R). Moreover, by item 8a of Def. 19, we have Ii(βRW,W ′) ∈ Ii(C>W ) and x ∈ Ii(C>W ′), so by
definition of εi, εi(Ii(βRW,W ′)) = IA(aW ) and εi(x) = IA(aW ′). Therefore, 〈IA(aW ), IA(aW ′)〉 ∈
εi(Ii(R)). This establishes the other inclusion. 
8.1.2 Satisfaction of the system.
Cross-ontology role subsumption (i : R v↔ j : S ∈ Aij =⇒ εi(Ii(R)) ⊆ εj(Ij(S))). Let us
assume that i : R v↔ j : S ∈ Aij . Let 〈x, x′〉 ∈ εi(Ii(R)). From Lem. 4, it follows that
there exist W,W ′ ∈ Ω such that x = IA(aW ), x′ = IA(aW ′) and 〈W,W ′, i : R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. By
the definition of ÂΩ, we deduce that 〈IA(aW ), IA(aW ′)〉 ∈ IA(i :R). Moreover, due to the
presence of the role subsumption i : R v↔ j : S, the axiom i : R v j : S is satisfied by IA.
Therefore 〈IA(aW ), IA(aW ′)〉 ∈ IA(j : S) and so 〈W,W ′, j : S〉 ∈ ΦΩ. Hence, thanks to
Lem. 4, we obtain 〈IA(aW ), IA(aW ′)〉 ∈ εj(Ij(S)). Therefore 〈x, x′〉 ∈ εj(Ij(S)) and more
generally, εi(Ii(R)) ⊆ εj(Ij(S)).
8.2 Only-if-direction
The new version of this part of the proof is organised as follows:
1. Build the configurations according to the model 〈I, ε〉:
(a) build the global configuration Ω; (done)
(b) build the role configuration ΦΩ with respect to Ω;
(c) build the local configurations Ωi with respect to Ω; (done)
(d) prove that Ωi is indeed a local configuration; (done)
(e) build the local role configurations ΦΩi with respect to Ωi and ΦΩ;
(f) prove that ΦΩi is indeed a local role configuration.
2. Prove that ÂΩ is consistent:
(a) build an interpretation IA of ÂΩ;
(b) show that IA |= ÂΩ.
3. Prove that {ÔΩi} is consistent for all i ∈ O:
(a) build an interpretation Ii of ÔΩi ;
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(b) show that Ii |= ÔΩi .
Before proceeding with this part of the proof, we first extend the function ϕ to also treat
the interpretation of roles.
ϕ : C ∪R −→ 2∆ε ∪ 2∆ε ×∆ε
i :C 7−→ εi(Ii(C)) if C ∈ Ci
i :R 7−→ εi(Ii(R)) if R ∈ Ri
This will help simplifying the notations.
8.2.1 Building configurations.
Global and local configuration can be defined exactly as in Sect. 6.2.1. The construction of
global and local role configuration follows, according to the same notations as before.
Role configuration. For all W,W ′ ∈ Ω and all R ∈ R, 〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ Ω if and only if
ϕ(R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅
Local role configurations. For all w,w′ ∈ Ωi and all R ∈ Ri, 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi if and
only if
Ii(R) ∩
(
Ii(CCiw )× Ii(C
Ci
w′ )
)
6= ∅
Local role configurations have to satisfy a specific constraint, so it must be proved that
the previous construction is indeed a local role configuration.
Lemma 5 ΦΩi is a local role configuration with respect to Ωi and ΦΩ.
Proof: Let assume that 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi . It implies that
ϕ(i :R) ∩
 ⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X)×
⋂
X′∈cw′
ϕ(X ′)
 6= ∅
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according to the following chain of implications:
〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi
=⇒Ii(R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅
=⇒Ii(R) ∩
( ⋂
X∈w
Ii(X)×
⋂
X′∈w′
Ii(X ′)
)
6= ∅
=⇒εi(Ii(R)) ∩
( ⋂
X∈w
εi(Ii(X))×
⋂
X′∈w′
εi(Ii(X ′))
)
6= ∅
=⇒ϕ(i :R) ∩
 ⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X)×
⋂
X′∈cw′
ϕ(X ′)
 6= ∅
There exists a pair 〈e, e′〉 in ϕ(i :R) ∩
 ⋂
X∈ bw ϕ(X)×
⋂
X′∈cw′
ϕ(X ′)
. Let us name W the set
ŵ∪{X ∈ C \ŵ | e ∈ ϕ(X)} and W ′ the set ŵ′∪{X ′ ∈ C \ŵ′ | e′ ∈ ϕ(X ′)}. By definition, ŵ ⊆
W , ŵ′ ⊆W ′, e ∈ ϕ(CW ) and e′ ∈ ϕ(CW ′). This proves that ϕ(R)∩(ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅.
According to the construction of ΦΩ, this ensures that 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ Ω which establishes
the proof. 
8.2.2 Consistency of ÂΩ.
Construction of a model of the alignment ontology. We only update the previous
construction by adding the interpretation of roles.
4. For all R ∈ R we define IA(R) = {〈W,W ′〉 ∈ Ω× Ω | 〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩ};
Checking satisfaction of axioms. We do not check the satisfaction of the axioms already
present in the first version. So, these are the only necessary proofs.
4. Let assume there is a role correspondence i : R v↔ j : S ∈ Aij . Therefore, i : R v
j : S ∈ ÂΩ is an axiom in ÂΩ. Let 〈W,W ′〉 ∈ IA(i : R). By construction of IA,
〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. So by construction of ΦΩ, ϕ(i :S) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅. But
since 〈I, ε〉 |= i : R v↔ j : S, ϕ(i : R) ⊆ ϕ(j : S). So, ϕ(j : R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅.
Therefore, 〈W,W ′, j :S〉 ∈ ΦΩ, so by definition of IA, 〈W,W ′〉 ∈ IA(j :S).
5. If 〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩ then {aW } v ∃R.{aW ′} ∈ ÂΩ. It was proved above that
〈W,W ′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩ implies 〈W,W ′〉 ∈ IA(R) and since IA(aW ) = W and IA(aW ′) =
aW ′ , so IA(aW ) ∈ IA(∃R.{aW ′}).
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6. If 〈W,W ′, R〉 /∈ ΦΩ then {aW } v ∀R.¬{aW ′} ∈ ÂΩ. When neither W nor W ′ is in Ω,
the axiom is obviously satisfied by IA. Otherwise, IA(aW ) = W and IA(aw′)) = W ′,
and 〈W,W ′〉 /∈ IA(R) by construction of IA. This clearly implies that IA |= {aW } v
∀R.¬{aW ′}.
8.2.3 Consistency of ÔΩi .
The proof of consistency of ÔΩi will necessitate two additional results. They assert the
non-emptiness of sets in which bRw,w′ and β
R
W,W ′ will be interpreted.
The next lemma will be used to define an interpretation of the individual βRW,W ′ .
Lemma 6 If 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ then there exists
〈e, e′〉 ∈
 ⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X)
×
 ⋂
X′∈Ci\W ′|i
∆i \ Ii(X ′)

such that 〈e, e′〉 ∈ Ii(R).
Before proceeding with the proof, we have to give a meaning to the specific set
⋂
X∈∅
∆i \ Ii(X).
By convention, we assume that this set is equal to ∆i, and we also assume that the set⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆ε \ ϕ(i :X) is equal to ∆ε.
Proof: Let us assume that 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. We can devise the following implications:
〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ
=⇒ϕ(i :R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) 6= ∅
=⇒ϕ(i :R) ∩
 ⋂
X∈C\W
ϕ̄(X)×
⋂
X′∈C\W ′
ϕ̄(X ′)
 6= ∅
=⇒εi(Ii(R)) ∩
 ⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆ε \ ϕ(i :X)×
⋂
X′∈Ci\W ′|i
∆ε \ ϕ(i :X ′)
 6= ∅
=⇒Ii(R) ∩
 ⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X)×
⋂
X′∈Ci\W ′|i
∆i \ Ii(X ′)
 6= ∅

This last lemma will be used to define an interpretation of the individual bRw,w′ .
Lemma 7 If 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi then Ii(CCiw ) ∩ Ii(∃R.C
Ci
w′ ) 6= ∅.
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Proof: By contruction of ΦΩi ,
〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi
=⇒Ii(R) ∩
(
Ii(CCiw )× Ii(C
Ci
w′ )
)
6= ∅
=⇒Ii(CCiw ) ∩ Ii(∃R.C
Ci
w′ ) 6= ∅

Construction of a model of the extended ontology. We build the model of ÔΩi by
extending the construction already started in Sect. 6.2.3.
8. for all bRw,w′ added by Def. 19 to ÔΩi with assertion (C
Ci
w u ∃R.C
Ci
w′ )(b
R
w,w′), we define
I ′i(bRw,w′) = x for any x ∈ Ii(CCiw ) ∩ Ii(∃R.C
Ci
w′ ) (which exists, according to Lem. 7);
9. for all CRW,W ′ added by Def. 19 to ÔΩi , we define I ′i(CRW,W ′) as the set
{e ∈
⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X) | ∃e′ ∈
⋂
X′∈Ci\W ′|i
∆i \ Ii(X ′) s.t. 〈e, e′〉 ∈ Ii(R)}
10. for all βRW,W ′ added by Def. 19 to ÔΩi with assertion C
R
W,W ′(β
R
W,W ′), we define I ′i(βRW,W ′) =
x for any x ∈ I ′i(CRW,W ′) (which exists according to Lem. 6).
Checking satisfaction of axioms. As for the consistency of the alignment ontology, we
only present the proofs of satisfaction of the new axioms.
7. Satisfaction of (CCiw u ∃R.C
Ci
w′ )(bw). Let 〈w,w′, R〉 ∈ ΦΩi . By Lem. 7 and the con-
struction of I ′i, we have I ′i(bw) ∈ I ′i(CCiw u ∃R.C
Ci
w′ ).
8. Satisfaction of CCiw v ∀R.¬C
Ci
w′ . Let 〈w,w′, R〉 /∈ ΦΩi . This is a direct consequence of
the construction of ΦΩi .
9. Let W,W ′ ∈ Ω and R ∈ Ri.
(a) Satisfaction of CRW,W ′ v C>W . By construction of I ′i,
I ′i(CRW,W ′) ⊆
⋂
X∈Ci\w
(∆i \ Ii(X)) = I ′i(C>W )
(b) Satisfaction of CRW,W ′ v ∃R.CR
−
W ′,W and C
R
W,W ′(β
R
W,W ′). Assume that 〈W,W ′, i :
R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. Let e ∈ I ′i(CRW,W ′). The construction of I ′i implies that there exists
e′ ∈
⋂
X′∈Ci\W ′|i
∆i \ Ii(X ′) such that 〈e, e′〉 ∈ Ii(R). But therefore, e′ is such that
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there exists e ∈
⋂
X∈Ci\W |i
∆i \ Ii(X) with 〈e, e′〉 ∈ I ′i(R−). So e′ ∈ I ′i(CR
−
W ′,W ).
Therefore e ∈ I ′(∃R.CR−W ′,W ). More generally, I ′i(CRW,W ′) ⊆ I ′i(∃R.CR
−
W ′,W ). The
satisfaction of CRW,W ′(β
R
W,W ′) is a direct consequence of Lem. 6 and the construc-
tion of I ′i.
(c) Satisfaction of CRW,W ′ v ∀R.¬CR
−
W,W ′ . Let us assume that 〈W,W ′, i : R〉 /∈ ΦΩ.
So ϕ(R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)) = ∅. Let us consider 〈e, e′〉 ∈ I ′i(R) such that
e ∈ I ′i(CRW,W ′) and e′ ∈ I ′i(CR
−
W ′,W ). Since I ′i |= CRW,W ′ v C>W (proved above), e ∈
I ′i(C>W ) and I ′i |= CR
−
W ′,W v C>W ′ implies that e′ ∈ I ′i(C>W ′). So, by construction
of I ′i, 〈εi(e), εi(e′)〉 ∈ ϕ(i : R) ∩ (ϕ(CW )× ϕ(CW ′)). This contradict the initial
assumption. Therefore, there is no such e and e′.
10. Satisfaction of ∃R.> v
⊔
W,W ′∈Ω
CRW,W ′ . Let e ∈ I ′i(∃R.>), which means that there
exists e′ ∈ ∆i such that 〈e, e′〉 ∈ I ′i(R). Using the function Θ defined in previous
section (Θ : ∆i → 2C such that for all e ∈ ∆i, Θ(e) = {X ∈ Ci | e ∈ Ii(X)), we
have e ∈ Ii(CCiΘ(e)) and e
′ ∈ Ii(CCiΘ(e′)). So 〈e, e
′〉 ∈ Ii(R)∩
(
Ii(CCiw )× Ii(C
Ci
w′ )
)
. This
implies that 〈Θ(e),Θ(e′), R〉ΦΩi . By definition of ΦΩi , there exists W,W ′ ∈ Ω such
that Θ(e) ⊆W |i and Θ(e′) ⊆W ′|i and 〈W,W ′, i :R〉 ∈ ΦΩ. By construction of I ′i and
what precedes, we deduce that e ∈ I ′i(CRW,W ′). So finally, I ′ |= ∃R.> v
⊔
W,W ′∈Ω
CRW,W ′ .

9 Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a new formalism for distributed reasoning with aligned descriptions
logics. Although we do not pretend to replace or improve existing formalisms, we believe it
has several advantages. In terms of paradigm, the differentiation of local and global reasoning
is, in our opinion, more appropriate to the case of independently produced ontologies and
ontology alignments. The reasoning task is not focused on one particular local knowledge.
It is rather adapted to deducing knowledge about the overall system. In particular, it can
be use to compose alignments. As a matter of technical quality, it has the advantage of
being decidable iff local languages are decidable. Moreover, our reasoning procedure strictly
encapsulate local reasoning so that it is never expected that the content of a local ontology
is actually accessed by the global reasoner. As a result, we would advertise this formalism
as an appropriate modular ontology language in the Semantic Web. Additionally, some
inferences do not transfer from local to global level. Consequently, potential inconsistencies
are semantically avoided.
Nevertheless, there are still important drawbacks that need to be filled. The most im-
portant one is the algorithmic complexity of reasoning, which is far from reasonable with
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the naive procedure we proposed. A real life implementation would inevitably require op-
timization. Additionally, we have not yet investigated reasoning with concrete domains.
Moreover, we do not allow concept-role correspondences, although these are well formalized
in DDL [12].
As far as future research is concerned, we envisage the following directions:
• implement a slightly optimized version of the algorithm;
• optimize and test it on real life examples;
• extend the theorem to description logics with concrete domains;
• integrate the reasoner our modular ontology framework [11];
• define the notion of local reasoning with respect to to a distributed system;
• enrich the alignment language with constructors of its own.
The last item is important to reason with an expressive alignment language as found in
[10].
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